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Abstract
A full color transmission type holographic screen having a size
of 40cm X 60cm are developed recently at Korea Institute of
Science and Technology. This screen can be operated in
reflection mode by adding a mirror at its back. This operation
extends viewing angle of the screen to be more than 30degree.
This wide viewing angle permits the screen to be operated in
viewer tracking regime. By mosaicking the screens, a 120cm X
80cm screen is made. The mosaicked screen shows a good
image performance.

Introduction
Holographic screen has been developed to use as an image
projection screen for forming viewing zones for the projected
images[1]. It is a kind of holographic optical element(HOE)s
which has the properties of a spherical mirror or a lens + a
diffuser. Since HOE is basically a spectral selective component,
full color images can not be projected on the holographic
screen[2], unless a specific optical recording set-up is used or a
special development process is developed. One good example of
the screen is the image combiner in Head Up Display for
airplanes[3]. It is tuned to have the maximum diffraction
efficiency for the spectral range corresponding to that of the
image display device used for the Display, i.e., CRT. This means
that the screen has an uniform period fringe structure. To make
the screen has a wide spectral response comparable to visible
spectral range, it is necessary to make the screen have a variable
period fringe structure. Based on this concept, Korea Institute of
Science and Technology(KIST) developed a full color
transmission type holographic screen with use of a long slit type
diffuser as an object[4]. The screen creates a full color viewing
zone for images projected from a projector by making the
reconstructed diffuser image for each spectral component of the
images overlap partially in space. The viewers can perceive the
full color images displayed on the screen through the viewing
zone.
The advantages of the holographic screen compared with
popularly used optical plates to form viewing zones, such as
Lenticular, Parallax Barrier and Integral Photography plates and
Fresnel lens[5] are such that resolution and depth of the viewing
zone of the screen are higher and more, respectively. However,
making larger size screen with full color capability is difficult
due to problems related with optimizing the recording set-up to
minimize aberrations and exposition time, and changing
viewing zones following to the viewer's movement. It found that
the problems could be solved by mosaicking smaller size
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screens and by operating the screen in a reflection mode. This
reflection mode operation allows the angular selectivity of the
screen to be two times of that of transmission mode.
In this paper, some features of the full color transmission type
holographic screens developed at KIST are described.

1. Full Color Transmission Type Holographic
Screen
Holographic screen is a hologram designed to work as an optical
component with a designed property. There are two types of
holographic screens, such as reflection and transmission. The
reflection type is recorded with a spherical mirror as an object
and has a property of (a) spherical mirror(s). The transmission
type with a diffuser and has properties of a diffuser + a lens. For
the full color image projection, the reflection type needs to go
through a chirping process after recording to have a chirp type
fringe structure[6]. The transmission type case, the color
performance is defined at the recording stage. The relative
positions of the diffuser, the reference beam and the screen are
the main parameters for determining the full color performance
of the transmission type screen[7]. Fig. 1 shows a typical optical
recording set-up for the full color transmission type holographic
screen. Aligning the point reference source and the long axis of
the diffuser to be on a straight line in the recording set-up is
required to make the screen have the better color performance.
The length of the diffuser’s long axis defines the spectral
bandwidth of diffraction. The typical projection geometry of the
screen is shown in Fig. 2. The size of the holographic screen to
be recorded at KIST is currently 40cm X 60cm. It shows a good
color reproduction along the whole screen surface.

2. Reflection Mode Operation of the
Transmission Type Holographic Screen
The transmission type holographic screen can be transformed
into reflection type screen by simply attaching a plane mirror to
the backside of the screen. In this case, the diffracted light from
the screen is reflected back by the mirror and the viewing zone
is formed at the same side of the screen as the projector, as is
shown in Fig. 2. The advantage of operating the holographic
screen as in Fig. 1 is that the viewing zone position can be
controlled easily by rotating the screen together with the mirror
and viewing angle becomes two times of that for transmission
type case. This viewing zone shifting makes possible to extend
the screen capabilities.
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Fig. 1 A typical optical recording set-up for the full color transmission type holographic screen
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Fig. 2. The typical projection geometry of the screen
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Fig. 3. The transmission type holographic screen working in reflection mode
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Fig. 4. Viewing Zone Forming in a Mosaicked Screen

2. Making a Larger Size Screen by Mosaicking
Smaller Ones
Recording bigger size screens brings extra problems of optimizing
the recording set-up due to increasing aberration and exposition time.
Making bigger size screens by mosaicking the smaller ones can be a
solution for making larger size screen. Each small screen needs to be
recorded in the same recording set-up without any additional
readjustment for minimizing the complexity of recording. In this
case, one required procedure is adjusting each viewing zone from a
smaller screen to coincide with others as shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 5
shows the examples of mosaicked screens with sizes 120cm X
80cm and 180cm X 40cm by combining four and three 40cm X
60cm screens, respectively.
The images are projected at 3m distance from the mosaicked
screens. It will be possible to combine more smaller size screens
in this way to make any desired size screen. One drawback of the
mosaicked screens is that the common viewing zone becomes
smaller due to angular displacements between different smaller
screens.

to the projected image, according to the viewer's movement. The
same method can be applied to the holographic screen operating in
the reflection mode. When the screen is rotated as shown in Fig. 4,
the viewing zones are moving.
The viewing zone displacement is two times of the value obtained
by multiplying the screen's rotation angle and the viewing zone
distance from the center of the screen. If the screen in the
reflection mode is rotated 10 degree, the reflected image of the
viewing zone will be shifted to 20 degrees. The experiment
performed with a 40 X 60 size screen showed that the viewing
zones can be shifted up to 35 degree with a good image quality. If
this angle is converted to the displacement, it corresponds to
120cm at 170cm viewing zone distance. An additional experiment
showed that even though, the displacement of the viewing zones
in a vertical direction is 70cm, the image quality does not change
much. These results indicate that the full color transmission type
holographic screen will be a good candidate for the future 3-D
display systems.

Viewer Tracking With the Holographic Screen

Conclusions

One serious drawback of most autostereoscopic display systems is
that viewers do not have much freedom of moving their bodies to
watch the stereoscopic images because viewing zones in these
systems are spatially fixed in front of the display. To overcome the
drawback, methods of moving the viewing zones according to the
viewers movement have been deviced[8-10]. In the stereoscopic
display systems based on lenticular or parallax-barrier plates, the
viewing zones are shifted by changing the plate position relative

Holographic screen is only an analogue type among many optical
plates for forming (a) viewing zone(s). The full color transmission
type holographic screens are developed at Korea Institute of
Science and Technology and it shows a good color performance.
The screen can work in reflection mode for a wide viewing angle
and can be mosaicked for a larger size. The screen will be a
promising component for the future 3 dimensional imaging
systems.

Fig. 5a. (180 cmx40 cm) Images on Mosaicked Screen
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Fig. 5b. (120 cmx80 cm) Images on Mosaicked Screen
This figure is reproduced in color on page 1331.
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Fig. 6. The viewing zone shifting by rotating the screen in reflection mode.
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